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Abstract: 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was born in the year (326 AH / 938 AD), and he is from a family of Persian 

origins. His lineage goes back on the mother’s side to the falconers who ruled the Islamic East 

after they took Sijistan as their capital. After several decades, Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was able 

to take over with his cunning and political sophistication. And administrative, he ruled the 

province of Sijistan, as he continued to rule this region for several decades from (355 AH / 961 AD) 

to (393 AH / 1003 AD), as his rule ended at the hands of Sultan Mahmud al-Ghaznawi after the 

latter invaded the region in the year (393 AH / 1003 AD) and arrested its governor Khalaf bin 

Ahmed He exiled him to the city of Al-Jawzjan, then he passed the term for a year (399 AH / 1009 

AD). The governor Khalaf was able to rule the city with fire and iron because of the large number 

of internal rebellions that directly affected political life, especially the conflict that took place 

between members of his family, as well as the external conflict. To secure his relations with the 

Samanids and the Ghaznavids, and to extend his authority to the cities of his neighboring regions, 

such as Kerman, Quhistan, and Busheng. However, this policy of his did not succeed and last, as it 

soon turned against him because of his misbehavior with his subjects, especially his sons. 

 

THE INTRODUCTION 

Since the period of the rule of the Saffarid emirate, the province of Sijistan has witnessed many 

political events. Many princes have succeeded in ruling Sijistan, who have faced many rebellions 

and disobedience movements. What remained of its possessions in the Islamic East, especially after 

the emergence of political entities that wanted independence from their authority, so Sijistan was 

part of those conflicts and one of its important axes, so we chose its foreign policy during the era 

of its ruler, the governor Khalaf bin Ahmed, to be the subject of our research to find out more facts 

and political conflicts that It was a circle in the Islamic East and the nature of these conflicts and 

the role of the Sijistan government in them during the days of the governor Khalaf bin Ahmed. The 

study included an introduction and two sections. The first section included the biography and 

private life of Prince Khalaf, his name, lineage, education, and his journey in seeking knowledge. 

The second section dealt with the foreign policy of the state of Sijistan Ayam and its governor, 

Khalaf bin Ahmed. Busheng and Qahistan, and at the end of the research we presented a conclusion 

of the most prominent findings of the study and a list of sources and references that we used in our 

study. 

The first topic: the life of Prince Khalaf bin Ahmad al-Sijistani. 

First: His name, lineage, and upbringing. 

Abu Ahmed Khalaf bin Ahmed bin Muhammad bin Al-Laith Al-Sijistani was born in the year (326 AH / 

938 AD) (1). His father, Emir Abu Jaafar Ahmed bin Muhammad bin Khalaf bin Al-Laith, is one of the 

princes of Sijistan. He assumed power there in the year (311 AH / 923 AD) with the help of the 

people of the city who turned against its ruler. Aziz bin Abdullah bin Ahmed (2) and declared 

allegiance to Emir Abu Jaafar, and the latter was not one of those with influence and money, but 

he was characterized by wisdom and knowledge. He was in charge of it, and they took the pledge 

of allegiance (3)  from the residents of Sijistan, so the matter settled to him and he continued to 

rule Sijistan until he died in the year (344 AH / 955 AD), so his son, Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, who 

was called by several titles, including al-Sijistani and al-Sijzi (4) was also called al-Saffar in relation 
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to his maternal grandfathers, the Saffarid, and he is also known as Khalaf Banu, and this 

designation came in relation to his grandfather's wife, Muhammad bin Khalaf, and Banu is the 

daughter of Amr bin Al-Layth Al-Saffar, who is the brother of Jacob Al-Saffar, the founder of the 

Saffarid Emirate  (5).  

      Prince Khalaf al-Sijistani grew up in the house of his father, Prince Abu Jaafar, and grew up 

from the beginning of his life in the art of administration and fighting, especially since he belonged 

to a family whose rule began by separating from the body of the Abbasid caliphate through fighting 

and challenging the authority of the caliphate. Bin Ahmed al-Hakam, and the emirate at that time 

was suffering from weakness and dissolution, especially the presence of many other states that 

were trying to end the rule of the Saffarid emirate. Therefore, the appointment of Prince Khalaf, 

the emirate was going through difficult circumstances that threatened its existence, and Prince 

Khalaf was raised from the beginning of his youth to study Sharia sciences, as his father was keen 

Prince Abu Jaafar to receive his son, Prince Khalaf, those sciences, so he began his journey in his 

youth to many countries to receive those sciences, so he excelled in the narration of hadith  (6).  

As for his sons, the historical sources mentioned two of his sons, and he is both Ahmed bin 

Khalaf (7) , his eldest son, and he was nicknamed Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed. We shall discuss these 

events in the following chapters in some detail. 

Second: His scientific trips _ his elders _ his students. 

1 _ His scientific trips: 

      Scientific trips are considered one of the most important features of cultural and civilizational 

development, as they generate scientific activity among the various scientific centers in the Islamic 

world in order to acquire different types of sciences. Most of these trips are to acquire knowledge 

in the field of hadith, jurisprudence, and the fundamentals of religion. Whatever the goals and 

motives of those trips, their main goals were to obtain the scientific aspect, as many students of 

science were traveling to various Islamic cities, east and west, to obtain legal sciences, and many 

of them were taught by Great sheikhs, and they contributed greatly to enriching the scientific side, 

as they transferred what they learned to their countries, and many of them became sheikhs and 

scholars. The scientific journey was one of the most important intellectual aspects that received 

the attention of rulers and princes, especially in the Islamic East. 

 Despite what was known about Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, that he was preoccupied with the world 

of politics and affairs of governance and administration, it was clear that these matters were not 

forgotten by science and knowledge, and he was keen to obtain them through sitting with scholars 

and the trip to meet them and learn from their knowledge. Prince Khalaf traveled to various Islamic 

countries to receive various sciences, which he was At the forefront of which is hadith, 

jurisprudence and interpretation, and his first scientific stop was his trip to the city of Bukhara (8), 

as the Emir Khalaf crossed the deserts and wasteland to hear the hadiths, and Bukhara, which is 

one of the most famous cities in the Islamic East, was in the narration of the hadith, as the Emir 

Khalaf met in Bukhara with some of its scholars who were famous for the narration of the hadith 

The likes of Abu Hamid al-Karmini (9) and Abu Abdullah al-Shaibani (10) and from the city of 

Bukhara, Prince Khalaf continued his scientific journey to receive the sciences of hadith until he 

arrived in Makkah Al-Mukarramah and met there with one of the imams of hadith who was known 

for his abundance of knowledge and his exploration, and he is Imam Abu Muhammad al-Fakihi (11), 

then Prince Khalaf traveled To Baghdad, the center of science and knowledge, and there he was 

apprenticed by a number of sheikhs such as Abi Ali bin Al-Sawwaf (12) and he traveled to Khorasan 

and heard many hadiths from Sheikh Al-Malini (13) until the Emir Khalaf became counted among the 

people of knowledge and hadith (14) and the Emir Khalaf added many scholars Those whom he 

studied at their hands, and even became one of the debaters of the scientific circles. Prince Khalaf 

continued his scientific journey until he arrived in the city of Nishapur (15) and there he received 

some legal sciences in the house of Abi Mansour bin Migbes (16) as some science circles were held 

for him, especially the science of the Prophet’s hadith  (17).  

Thus, his journey in seeking knowledge had begun from Bukhara, then to the Hijaz, Iraq, and 

Khurasan, and ended with his journey to Nishapur. During that journey, Prince Khalaf recognized 
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many imams of hadith, and even assumed in some of the cities that he visited on his journey many 

administrative positions, especially the function of examining grievances that he assumed. In 

Nishapur and the function of the judiciary, which he assumed in some countries beyond the river 

(18).  

2 _ his sheikhs: 

    Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, during his journey in seeking knowledge, in which he traveled to many 

countries of the Islamic world, east and west, met with a group of scholars of his time at whose 

hands he studied various legal sciences. On their authority, it has been proven that some of them 

were among the deceived and untrustworthy, and among the sheikhs from whom it was taken are: 

A_ Abu Bakr Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Suleiman bin Al-Harith bin Abd al-Rahman al-Wasiti, 

known as al-Baghandi from the hadith narrators. He traveled to many countries and settled in 

Baghdad. It is narrated that he memorizes thirty thousand hadiths and that he answers three 

hundred thousand questions related to the hadiths of the Prophet. However, he was described as a 

liar and fraud, so most of his hadiths were not valid. He narrated hadiths that he did not hear from 

anyone, but rather he relied on fraud in mentioning some hadiths, and some hadiths were found 

with him that he invokes with the people of hadith. Hadiths, and this indicates that the hadiths 

narrated by Amir Khalaf on the authority of Al-Baghdadi are not valid as evidence. Al-Baghandi died 

in the year 313 AH  (19).  

B_ Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Ibrahim Al-Sarraj is one of the narrators of the hadith, and he has 

brothers who were also among the hadiths, and they are both Ismail and Ibrahim. Among them was 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed Al-Sarraj, who died in the year 313 AH  (20).  

C_ Abu al-Hasan Ahmed bin Umair bin Yusuf bin Musa bin Joussa is known to be one of the pillars of 

hadith in the Levant. He was born in the year 230 AH. He was described as one of the trustworthy 

people. He has many classified hadiths. Emir Khalaf heard the hadiths of the Prophet from him 

during his scientific trip to the Hijaz, and he was the best one who heard and took the hadith from 

him. He died Year 320 AH  (21).  

Dr_ Abu al-Hassan Ali bin Bandar bin al-Hussein al-Sayrafi, one of the most prominent figures of 

Sufism in the city of Nishapur, wrote many hadiths of the Prophet, and it was said about him that 

he was “from the glory of the sheikhs of Nishapur and provided sustenance from seeing the sheikhs 

and their companionship unless he provided others” (22). Al-Sayrafi was one of the scholars who 

excelled in the hadith of good manners. He was apprenticed by many sheikhs until he reached his 

goal in comprehending the hadith and its meanings. Prince Khalaf bin Ahmad took from him the 

narration of the hadith and studied at his hands when he met him in Nishapur and Baghdad and 

attended with him most of the councils of knowledge. He died in the year 357 AH )  (523  

H_ Al-Masrajsi, Abu Al-Hassan Muhammad bin Ali bin Sahl bin Musleh Al-Masrajsi, one of the imams 

of jurisprudence in Khorasan, and he is one of the most important men of the Shafi’i school of 

thought, as he was very knowledgeable about the Shafi’i school of thought, especially its branches, 

means, and arrangement. He studied in Iraq, Khorasan, and the Hijaz. Knowledge councils were 

held for him, and many students gathered around him. He was called Al-Masarjisi, after one of his 

ancestors, Sargis, who was on the religion of Christians. Then he converted to Islam. He studied at 

his hands, Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed in the city of Nishapur, as he used to attend with him the 

circles of knowledge that were held in the mosque, and he heard and learned from him. The hadith 

of the Prophet Al-Masarjisi died in the year 382 AH  (24).  

3 _ His disciples. 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed became one of the men of science and politics in the province of Sijistan, 

rather he became famous in most of the districts and villages of the Islamic East. It is worth noting 

that these students later became one of the pillars of knowledge, including: 

A_ Abu Muhammad Daalaj bin Ahmad bin Daalaj bin Abd al-Rahman al-Sijistani, one of the narrators 

of the hadith. He has many books, including his book known as al-Musnad al-Kabir. He was one of 

the themes of the narration of the hadith, and he was one of the owners of money. He worked in 

trade, and during his commercial tour he heard the hadith. Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, who was 

heard about, died in Sijistan in the year 351 AH  (25).  
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B_ Abu Ahmed Al-Hakim bin Al-Hassan Al-Bukhari indicated in one of the narrations of the hadith by 

saying: “Abu Ahmed Khalaf bin Ahmed bin Muhammad bin Khalaf, the prince of Sijestan told me,” 

meaning that he heard the hadith from the prince Khalaf and took a chain of transmission from him 

that connects to Imam Anas bin Malik  (26 .)  

C_ Abu Abdullah Al-Sufi Al-Hussein Bin Mansour Al-Basti, one of the students of knowledge, met 

during his travels in seeking knowledge of Prince Khalaf Bin Ahmed, and attended many seminars 

with him and studied the hadith, so he spoke about him, as he met many sheikhs  (27).  

Dr. Abu al-Qasim Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Jaafar al-Wakeel al-Nadim, one of the 

students of hadith heard about Amir al-Sijistani Khalaf bin Ahmad and narrated many hadiths from 

him  (28).  

E_ Abu Al-Muzaffar Ali Bin Musa Bin Abi Bakr Al-Khatli heard about Prince Khalaf Bin Ahmed and 

talked about him in Damascus in a chain of narrators with a chain of transmission on the authority 

of Anas Bin Malik  (29).  

Third: His scientific status and the opinions of scholars about him. 

The Arab Islamic state, since its establishment and the expansion of its authority, witnessed the 

emergence of many scholars who excelled in the religious, intellectual and civilization aspects and 

in various other sciences. These scholars received great attention from the caliphs and princes of 

the Arab Islamic state. Scholars, clerics and thought in the history of the Arab Islamic state, and 

those who have gained a fortune from the opinion of scholars about it  (30).  

It seems that the field of politics and money that Prince Khalaf fought affected his scientific 

reputation, which made him a point of disagreement among scholars, and their opinions varied 

between praise and slander, as Ibn Miskawayh (31) said about him his opinion about him in a 

narration that reads: “Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was one of the merchants who were known By 

greed in obtaining money from his subjects, he conceals the bad matter inside him and shows 

kindness and benevolence in front of the people fraudulently, as he used to assign one of his 

followers to monitor the subjects in their trade so that he could take their money, while the prince 

uses a trick to gain their satisfaction through his roaming among them, so they complain to him 

about the injustice of his followers. So he holds them accountable in front of them and shows them 

the extent of his regret over that treatment so that they can be satisfied with him without 

demanding what was taken from them.In this narration, the saying applies to him: “He gives you 

sweetness from the tip of the tongue and evades you as a fox evades  ”(32).  

While Ibn al-Atheer (33) described him with his love for the people of knowledge and that he was 

one of the scholars who excelled in the hadith of the Prophet. Islamic history books . (34)  

Some historians have described him (35) by saying: “He was the only king in honoring knowledge 

and favoring scholars, and he was behind the veil in terms of his grace and virtue, and the poets 

praised him, and he had gathered scholars to compose a great interpretation, in which he did not 

leave anything . (  

Prince Khalaf attained a high position among most scholars and hadith scholars, as Ibn Katheer (36) 

said of him that he was from the class of scholars who loved them. Prince Khalaf took care of the 

scholars of his time and lavished money on them to spread Sharia sciences. He was one of those 

who sit with students of knowledge and listen to them (37), and many historians have praised him. 

He was famous among them for his love of science and his appreciation for scholars, in addition to 

being one of the scholars of his time in the science of hadith  (38).  

Al-Samani (39) referred to the status of Prince Khalaf by saying, “The one of the princes in honor of 

knowledge and its people, and artificiality, belongs to everyone who refers to a kind of knowledge 

and virtue,” and Yaqut Al-Hamwi (40) said about him: “He is one of the people of knowledge and 

literature. In addition to being one of the speakers of poetry and literature. And Al-Bakherzi (41) 

praised him by saying: “The Companion of his Qur’an, the Companion who honors his peers, who is 

referred to by the supervision of the parties of the world, and the addressee on the sticks of the 

pulpits is just and knowledgeable. 

It was also said about him that he combined politics and science together. It is worth noting that 

Emir Khalaf worked in commerce even after assuming the emirate, as he was interested in 
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collecting money to save it, and he attended most of the science councils during his commercial 

trips to Islamic cities, as he used to meet many scholars, and on this basis he became famous. 

Especially in the Islamic East after assuming power, as before that he was known to scholars and 

sought knowledge only, then he became famous after he assumed the dam of power in Sijistan  (42).  

Fourth: his death. 

The Ghaznavid sultan Mahmud bin Subaktakin (43) besieged Sijistan in the year (393 AH / 1002 AD) 

and managed, after the length of the siege, to impose his control over the region and to arrest 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmad, so he exiled him to Jawzjan (44), and he remained in exile for more than 

five years, then the news reached To Sultan Mahmoud that Prince Khalaf seeks to reorganize his 

ranks, especially after correspondences were found between him and the governor of Transoxiana 

(Elk Khan) (45) at that time Sultan Mahmud ordered the transfer of Prince Khalaf to one of the 

villages of India called Gardez (46) and he was imprisoned there to That he died in prison a year 

(399 AH / 1008 AD), and thus ended the life of this prince, who ruled Sijistan for nearly fifty years 

(47).  

The second topic: the foreign policy of Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed. 

The foreign policy of Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was not different from that of the princes of the 

Islamic East who preceded him, who became independent in some of its cities. Prince Khalaf 

followed a policy of expansion and control over neighboring cities, trying to impose his control over 

them, refusing to declare subordination to the Samanid state, which at that time represented the 

recognition of the Abbasid Caliphate in the Islamic East. As Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed sought to 

expand his influence and extend his control over cities in the Islamic East, and in achieving that 

goal he spent a lot of money, which exhausted the residents of Sijistan after imposing large taxes 

on them. This policy angered many princes of the Islamic East, who refused the actions he sought. 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, as the latter took advantage of the weakness of the Samanid Emirate in 

the Islamic East due to its continuous wars, as well as the case of the Ghaznavids, who were 

preoccupied with their internal conflicts, as well as the family conflicts that erupted in the Buyid 

house, which allowed the way for Prince Khalaf to control and expand at their expense. 

First: His takeover of the city of Kerman. 

Kerman is one of the cities of the Islamic East. The city includes many forts and castles located to 

the right of Sijistan from the north, and it is three stages away from it (48). Kerman was under the 

rule of the Buyid state, which appeared in the Islamic East as a military force, and which was acting 

on behalf of the Abbasid caliphate in its rule. The governor of the city ruled it with a mandate from 

the Abbasid caliph. his control over it . (49)  

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was looking forward to expanding his influence in the countries of the 

Islamic East and was waiting for opportunities to seize the cities that represented, in his view, an 

extension of his rule in the province of Sijistan. 

The city of Kerman was his first expansion station, and the city at that time was under the rule of 

the Buyid state (334_447 AH / 945_1055 AD) (50 ) 

During the era of its ruler Adad al-Dawla (51), the latter held a truce between him and Emir Khalaf, 

which delayed his project to seize the city until the death of Adud al-Dawla, and the political 

conditions of the Buyid state were disturbed, especially after the dispute occurred between 

Samsam al-Dawla ( 52) and Baha al-Dawla (53 ). 

This matter was reflected negatively on the areas under the rule of the Buyid state, especially the 

city of Kerman, so the prince took advantage of that and prepared to control the city of Kerman, 

especially since the dispute that occurred between the princes of the Buyid state weakened the 

cities under their control after most of the military garrisons withdrew from the important cities 

And they became preoccupied with the internal conflicts between the Buyid princes. Indeed, Prince 

Khalaf prepared a large army and entrusted his leadership to his son Amr, and ordered them to 

march towards Kerman and annex it to his influence. The city was then under the rule of one of the 

leaders of the Buyid state called Al-Tamartash  (54).  

      When the army of Emir Khalaf reached the outskirts of the city, Commander Tamertash realized 

the seriousness of the situation and his inability to confront the attack, so he and his soldiers fled 
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to the city of Bardshir (55) and fortified there (56). This aroused the wrath of Prince Samsam the 

Buyid state, who took over the rule of the Buyid state, so he prepared a large army to restore the 

city of Kerman from the control of Prince Khalaf, and ordered his army commanders to arrest the 

leader Tamertash (57) , as he accused him of treason against him. Then the Buyid army began 

organizing its ranks for the counterattack on Kerman, and when Prince Amr bin Khalaf learned of 

the arrival of those forces, he also prepared to meet him (58) . teams, and then pounced on the 

Buyid army, and indeed managed to defeat them, and the remaining soldiers of the Buyid state fled 

to the city of Jerft al-Karmaniyah  (59).  

When the news of the defeat of the Buyid army reached Samsam al-Dawla, he delegated Samsam 

al-Dawla to collect the largest number of soldiers to re-impose his control over the Kerman region. 

Indeed, he prepared an army larger than the first and sent it to Kerman. This time, with the victory 

of the Buyid army, which managed to capture a large number of the Sijistani army, after its 

commander, Prince Amr bin Khalaf, fled from the battlefield and returned to Sijistan after that 

defeat  (60).  

The second attempt by Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed to control Kerman 

After Emir Samsam al-Dawla al-Yuwayhi was able to impose his control on Kerman and expel the 

Sijistani army from it, he worked to eliminate all supporters of Emir Khalaf, then appointed 

Professor Hormuz (61) as ruler over it, which prompted Emir Khalaf bin Ahmad to seek 

reconciliation for fear of the advance of the Buyid army towards Sijistan, so he sent the emir He 

succeeded a high-ranking delegation in which was one of his well-known judges, Abu Yusuf, and he 

sent one of his followers with him, but cunning and ill-will overcame Prince Khalaf, as the latter 

recruited one of the delegation’s companions and ordered him to put poison to Judge Abu Yusuf for 

him after their arrival in Kerman, to accuse Khakim Kerman al-Buwayhi of killing his judge. Who he 

sent to seek peace, so Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed succeeded in what he planned, as he succeeded in 

winning the men, notables, and common people of Sijistan, so he assigned them to take revenge for 

the murdered judge, so he gathered the notables of Sijistan and mobilized them to fight, so he 

equipped an army, and assigned his leadership this time to his son Taher bin Khalaf, who with that 

left the army from the city of Sijistan Heading to Kerman, and when they reached Narmasir (62) the 

Sijistani army met the Buyid army that was camped in that city, so the army of Prince Taher was 

able to defeat the Buyid army, which retreated to the city of Bardshir and fortified there, then 

took to organizing its ranks again in preparation for the fight, while the army headed Prince Taher 

towards the city of Kerman, and as soon as he arrived at the city, he imposed a siege on it that 

lasted for three months. Who was stationed on its walls, but the latter was unable to remain 

besieged the city, especially after the arrival of the Buyid army on the one hand, and the depletion 

of supplies on the other hand, which forced to lift the siege, so he returned to Sijistan without 

fighting, and that was in the year (384 AH / 994 AD)  (63).  

Second: His seizure of Quhistan and Busheng. 

Qahistan is a vast district of the province of Khorasan, with many villages and countryside. It is 

located west of Herat and north of the city of Marwalruth. Its land is predominantly mountains and 

includes rugged roads that cannot be entered (64). As for Busheng, it is one of the cities of the 

province of Khorasan, between it and Herat, a stage whose land is fertile and its trees are 

dense.(65) 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed equipped a large army and entrusted its leadership to his son Taher and 

ordered him to go to the two cities of Quhistan and Busheng, which were under the authority of the 

Ghaznavid emirate, as they were under the rule of Baghrag (64). From the rule of the Samanid 

Emirate in the year (389 AH) and control over it, and Qahistan and Busheng were among the cities 

that fell under the authority of the Ghaznavid Emirate at that time (67), and the latter had fled 

from those cities after the arrival of the army of Prince Khalaf, so he was able to impose his control 

on them(68). As he was unable, at the beginning, to repel the attack and stop Prince Khalaf 

because of his preoccupation with internal wars, and after his political situation stabilized, he 

turned his attention to regaining control of the cities occupied by Prince Khalaf. Indeed, he 

prepared a large army and made his uncle lead him to Bugrajak. This army marched until it reached 
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Busheng and met With the army of Prince Khalaf, who was led by his son Taher, the two sides met 

in a heated battle that ended with the victory of Prince Taher, who managed to arrest Baghrag and 

order his head to be cut off (69). 

This news reached Sultan Mahmud Al-Ghaznawi, so he got angry at what Prince Khalaf did and 

gathered his soldiers and prepared his forces to eliminate him, so the army marched towards 

Sijistan, as it was entrenched in a fortress called Al-Asbadhah Fort, as Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was 

fully aware of his inability to confront the Sultan’s army, so he fled to that The fort, and upon the 

arrival of the Sultan Mahmud’s army, imposed a siege on Prince Khalaf and his followers until he 

was forced to seek reconciliation, so he paid huge sums of money in order to pardon him  (70) . 

There is a narration that indicates that Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed extended his influence also to 

other Khorasan cities such as the cities of Meru and Nishapur, through a narration mentioned by Ibn 

Hajar Al-Asqalani (71), in which it contained that Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed Qalad was one of the 

well-known judges called Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Rahwiya Al-Handali in the district of Merv. Then 

after that imitate him to spend Nishapur. 

When we traced that narration, we found that this judge had died in the year (289 AH / 901 AD), 

that is, dozens of years before Emir Khalaf took over the rule of Sijistan, so how did he appoint him 

to the judiciary before Emir Khalaf took over the ruling of Sijistan? Was this narration intended by 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed, the owner of Sajstan, or was someone else? Or was Prince Khalaf during 

the reign of his father, Abu Jaafar, the one who controlled the appointment of judges, but the 

latter did not enter Merv and Nishapur until he appointed Prince Khalaf to judge them? 

 

CONCLUSION 

The most important findings of the study can be summarized in the following points: 

Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed was able to be one of the men of the Islamic East who combined 

knowledge with politics, as he was one of the narrators of hadith and he was one of those who 

sought knowledge, especially since he belonged to a family about which he was known for their 

interest in science and scholars, and Prince Khalaf was one of those who excelled in this field and 

for his great love For information, he wrote a book on the interpretation of the Holy Qur’an. 

 _The military campaigns carried out by Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed to establish the foundations of his 

rule affected public life, especially since he burdened the region's population with a large number 

of taxes to finance those campaigns, which prompted his sons to deviate from his authority after 

the region's population divided themselves between supporters and opponents. Members of the 

same family on the political life in Sijistan. 

 _On the internal level, the people of the region were fed up with his rule because of the many 

wars he waged. 

On the external level, it can be said that Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed failed in the foreign policy that 

made him an enemy of most of the forces of the Islamic East, including the Abbasid caliphate. 

The greed of Prince Khalaf bin Ahmed and his poor political sophistication made him shocked with 

the mightiest forces of the Islamic East, which is the Ghaznavid Emirate, so instead of allying with 

it to be a help for him and his rule, he did the opposite, so his end was upon her. 
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